
Steamboat Springs is a mountain town at the 
intersection of authentic and modern. Just 
shy of 13,000 residents, its alluring landscape 
draws in cowboys who ranch the rolling sage-

brush valleys along with Olympians who revel in ski-
ing the area’s world-class powder. 

Although it’s known as a premier recreation desti-
nation with plenty of write-home-about amenities, 
Steamboat radiates a more inviting, laid-back feel 
than the flashier resorts to the east along the I-70 cor-
ridor. The neighbors are friendly, the skies are sunny, 
and the shops and restaurants—while increasingly 
high-end and gourmet—remain grounded in western 
heritage. It is a place that emanates a relaxed ‘home 
on the range’ feeling, yet is also a destination, cur-
rently experiencing the coming-of-age-like transition 
from small ski town, to luxury resort community. 

Architecture trends are also changing, with Steam-
boat’s newest builds embracing a mix of contem-
porary and traditional styles of design. Elk, deer 
and moose frolic next to luxury residences boasting 
swooping, gabled architecture, custom geomet-
ric light fixtures, and floor-to-ceiling windows that 
boast some of the best mountain views in Colorado.

Leslie Dapper, lead designer at Rumor Design + Re-
design, reports that many Steamboat Springs home-
owners are moving away from traditional rustic 
looks—heavy on the dark woods and ornate fixtures—
in favor of more contemporary design features.

“We continue to get requests for a ‘mountain con-
temporary’ style of design for both new construc-
tion and remodels,” says Dapper. “All of our current 
redesign projects involve updating with cleaner, 
simpler materials.”

According to Chris Paoli, owner of Colorado Group 
Realty, this trend is partly because as Steamboat 
Springs evolves to offer a “more complete destina-
tion experience” it draws in homebuyers who are 
interested in more modern architecture.

“From the culinary scene to the streetscapes down-
town, we are appealing to a broader pool of buyers 
from markets on the forefront of the latest design 
trends—Dallas, Miami, California, or New York to 
name a few,” says Paoli. 

Paoli points to one of the homes he’s listing at Steam-
boat’s Alpine Mountain Ranch & Club as an example of 
how people are embracing a more contemporary style. 

This five-bedroom, six-bathroom home is the Club’s 
most recently completed home, and includes an 
open layout, sophisticated lighting, custom crafts-
manship details, and energy efficient construction. 
The lofted 30-foot ceilings in the great room and 
kitchen give the feeling of living outside with no in-
terior walls to block the view. The large, two-sided 
natural gas fireplace connects the main floor spaces, 
and draws the eye as a centerpiece with its blue-grey 
rolled steel siding and travertine tiles.
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“The residence’s design style focuses on the natural sur-
roundings,” said Paoli. “Large walls of windows bring in 
the mountain views, while the interior’s clean lines and 
softer surfaces embrace a truly contemporary design.”

Yet even with modern architecture and interior de-
sign, it still feels undoubtedly like a mountain home, 
tucked against evergreens on the north side while of-
fering stunning views of the Flat Tops Wilderness and 
the champagne-powder-packed peaks of the nearby 
Steamboat Ski Resort to the south.

It makes sense that the home would want to show-
case the many outdoor amenities at the 1,216-acre 
Alpine Mountain Ranch & Club through its floor-to-
ceiling windows. Club homeowners enjoy 900 acres 
of beautiful open space, including a stocked fishing 
lake, equestrian center with rolling pastures, five 
miles of trails, and even a backcountry retreat. The 
amenities don’t stop at the gate, either—community 
members have access to private, gold-medal trout 
fishing along the Yampa River, membership oppor-

tunities at the slopeside, five-star Al-
pine Mountain Summit Club at One 
Steamboat Place, as well as access to 
neighboring Catamount Ranch and 
Club golf course via a cart path that 
connects the two properties. 

Recognizing Steamboat’s emerging 
trend from traditional to contempo-
rary design, the architectural guide-
lines at Alpine Mountain Ranch & Club 
give its owners the choice between 
traditional, transitional, or contempo-
rary designs when they develop one of 
the ranch’s 63 five-acre lots.

The newly listed home at the Club is on the forefront 
of contemporary. Dapper describes its design touch-
es as a “mixing and matching of rustic and sleek”. 
While still wood, the floors are a lighter color than dis-
played in past mountain homes. The trim around the 
windows is minimal black, but the kitchen and great 
room still feature an exposed wooden cross-beam 
that adds texture and warmth. The lighting is simple 
yet artistic. For instance, the kitchen’s overhead light 
fixture was custom designed and locally fabricated as 
an artistic geometric centerpiece, featuring rectangu-
lar metal cross-pieces and inset LED strips.

Simple and sleek, rustic but minimal—apt descrip-
tions of both the emerging trend in “mountain-con-
temporary” architecture as well as the spirit of the 
town it’s helping to define. n
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